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Today…

Today’s focus

Fig II.3.3

• Global megatrends and how they shape education
today and tomorrow
• Implications for students, teachers, teaching and
learning: shifting paradigm
• What is the evidence? (and what evidence…?)
• Overview of OECD work on teachers and sources of
evidence we use in our work
• A few illustrative examples of comparative evidence
• Qualitative insights from multi-stakeholders dialogue
• Qualitative insights from policy reviews
• Quantitative insights from data
• Use of evidence for policy reform
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The world is changing fast…
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Mean mathematics performance, by school location,
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What does all this mean for students
and for education?
What are the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that
students will need to thrive in the future?
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Quizz time…

In Odaiba…

Miraikan
Japan’s Museum for Emerging Science and Technology
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Quizz time…

We must do everything we can to teach our children creativity, critical thinking, curiosity
and empathy. I believe that with a strong foundation, they will lead us forward.
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Quizz time…

Preparing students for their future,
not our past

The kind of things that are
easy to teach are now easy to
automate, digitize or
outsource
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The Race between Technology and Education
Prosperity

Digital revolution
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Inspired by “The race between
technology and education”
Pr. Goldin & Katz (Harvard)
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Which pedagogies for the 21st century?
• This is no longer more of the same…
– Need to rethink what teaching is about and what it looks like
– Need to adapt pedagogies to the unique situations of
students for all to thrive

What implications for teachers and teaching?
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•

Teaching = an increasingly complex job

•

Content and pedagogical knowledge as core

•

New challenges: need to integrate horizontal skills: critical thinking,
complex problem solving, innovation, creativity, socio-emotional skills…

•

Growing emphasis on character building, values and civic education,
managing diverse classrooms
(refugees, but also globalised societies, indigenous minorities, low SES
groups, special needs students)

•

Requires a profound transformation of the education systems and teaching
methods, which will involve
• effective preparation of new teachers,
• but also embracing a mindset of continuing professional learning for
those already in the profession
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System transformations needed for future readiness
The modern enabling system

The old bureaucratic system
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The imperative of professionalism to empower
teachers as agents of change

Improve the societal view
of teaching as a
profession

Recruit top candidates into the
profession

Developing Teaching
as a profession

Retain and recognise
effective teachers – path for
growth

Support teachers in
Support
teachers
continued
development
of in
continued development
practice of
practice
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The imperative of professionalism
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TALIS teacher professionalism index
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OECD’s own paradigm shift…

Today’s focus

Fig II.3.3

• OECD mostly known for comparative statistics and
economic analyses/forecasts
• Often perceived as neoliberal organisation

• But its emphasis has shifted since turn of the Century
• 2000s: Growth of work in new policy areas: Health,
Education, Environment, Tax evasion, Migration…

• 2011: OECD Better Life Index
• 2012: Inclusive growth initiative and launch of New
Approaches to Economic Challenges
• Now focused on Well-being – including Teachers’ …
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Overview of OECD work on
teachers,
teaching and
learning…
Today’s
focus

Fig II.3.3

• OECD work on teachers, teaching and learning is
centred around 3 key objectives
• Understanding of the features of quality teaching to
enable children thrive in tomorrow’s world
• Supporting teachers to deliver quality teaching

• Developing school- and system-level policies that
create the conditions for effective teaching and
learning
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Organising framework for OECD work on TTL…

3 strands of work corresponding to each objective
2 broad methodological
approaches

Understanding the
features of quality
teaching

Supporting teachers
to deliver quality
teaching

Learning from data

And 3 types of
outputs
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peers, reviews and
policy dialogue

Data/instrument
development
Analytical reports
Knowledge
mobilisation

Developing schooland system-level
policies to create
the conditions

Organising framework for OECD work on TTL…
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At country, system, city, school levels
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Education 2030
5 common curriculum redesign issues…
A framework for 2030 learning (aspirational skills)
A curriculum content mapping exercise (diagnosis tool) to inform curriculum redesign

1. Managing time lag between future demands
and today’s curriculum

2. Curriculum overload

3. Quality of contents (focus, rigor, coherence)

4. Ensuring equity and quality

5. Planning for effective implementation and assessment

Some of the new demands are accommodated in
current curriculum, others are less articulated/explicit
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Current curriculum and 2030 aspirations : preliminary findings of mapping exercise
Main target competencies by learning areas (ISCED 2, Japan)
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Current curriculum and 2030 aspirations : preliminary findings of mapping exercise
Main target competencies by learning areas (ISCED 2, Australia)
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Getting ITP right is thus critical for their replacement
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Percentage of female teachers in lower secondary and their age
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the school's capacity to provide quality instruction
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•

The Initial Teacher Preparation Study conceptual framework

ITP Study Conceptual framework – Teacher Education Pathway Model

Collection and analysis of multiple sources of information to combine them into evidence:
data, research literature, case studies, interactions with multiple stakeholders…
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• Japan
– TALIS 2013 had a big impact on policy-making – a kind of TALIS shock
– Realize “School as a Team” (…) with collaboration and cooperation by teachers
– Review/rebuild teacher training, recruitment, and further development systems to
secure teachers who continue to learn autonomously
– Establish ed. environments to enhance individualized education/active learning

• Finland
– Teacher training development programmes (…) including also induction & mentoring
– Acting for a change of culture in teaching from working alone to collaboration

• Norway
– Improvements in feedback and assessment were made as a result of TALIS

• UK (England)
– Immediate positive impact of TALIS on the debate on teachers workload, allowed a
more informed discussion on teaching and working time
– Also impacted other policy areas, showed strengths of system & areas of weakness
36
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Mean mathematics performance, by school location, after
accounting for socio-economic status

Find out more about TALIS at www.oecd.org/talis
• All national and international publications
• The complete micro-level database

Email: Karine.Tremblay@oecd.org
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